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DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this presentation pertaining to Solana Labs, Inc. (“Solana” or the “Company”), its business assets, strategy and operations is for general informational
purposes only and is not a formal offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, options, futures, or other derivatives related to securities in any jurisdiction and its
content is not prescribed by securities laws. Information contained in this presentation should not be relied upon as advice to buy or sell or hold such securities or as an offer to
sell such securities. This presentation does not take into account nor does it provide any tax, legal or investment advice or opinion regarding the speciﬁc investment objectives or
ﬁnancial situation of any person.
Solana and its agents, advisors, directors, officers, employees and shareholders make no representation or warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of such
information and Solana expressly disclaims any and all liability that may be based on such information or errors or omissions thereof. Solana reserves the right to amend or
replace the information contained herein, in part or entirely, at any time, and undertakes no obligation to provide the recipient with access to the amended information or to notify
the recipient thereof.
The information contained in this presentation is intended only for the persons to whom it is transmitted for the purposes of evaluating the tokens. The information contained in
this presentation supersedes any prior presentation or conversation concerning the Company. Any information, representations or statements not contained herein shall not be
relied upon for any purpose.
Neither we nor any of our representatives shall have any liability whatsoever, under contract, tort, trust or otherwise, to you or any person resulting from the use of the
information in this presentation by you or any of your representatives or for omissions from the information in this presentation. Additionally, the Company undertakes no
obligation to comment on the expectations of, or statements made by, third parties in respect of the matters discussed in this presentation.
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Solana’s Thesis

There are many classes of applications that need fast, inexpensive, reliable
performance. We are experts in maximizing performance.
We’re beginning to win over the companies and projects who need
performance now.
Solana is by far the most performant blockchain, with a clear path to
demonstrate this to the public over the next few months with 1M+ MAUs. Once
the path is proven, we expect many others will follow.
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Solana’s DNA: Already Solved Scalability at Qualcomm, Intel, Apple, Etc.
Scaling distributed systems is not a new problem. The largest adversarial distributed systems are
not blockchains - they are wireless networks. This is the problem Solana’s engineering team spent
decades solving.
Solana grew out of the operating systems and distributed systems / wireless networking
sector. After solving the unprecedented technical challenge of scaling wireless networks during the
2G-to-4G hypergrowth phase, the Solana team has taken on a similar challenge of scaling blockchain.
Solana’s team of engineers was hand-picked from Qualcomm and are experts in chip design,
distributed systems, device drivers, operating systems, and wireless networking - the type of
full-stack, from-the-metal-up experience required to scale the Everest of blockchain challenges.

Built by 16 engineers from...
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Built by Working Together in High-Performance Teams
ANATOLY YAKOVENKO (CEO)
Led development of OS’s at
Qualcomm, distributed
systems at Mesosphere, and
compression at Dropbox. 2
patents for high performance
OS protocols. Core kernel
developer for BREW (CDMA ﬂip
phones: 500m+ devices). Led
development made VR/AR
possible w/ QCOM chips.

GREG FITZGERALD (CTO)
Formerly of Qualcomm's Office
of the Chief Scientist, Greg has
explored the full landscape of
embedded systems. He was a
key member the BREW OS,
LLVM compiler, and open
source projects teams at
Qualcomm. His leadership has
been lauded by a Fortune 200
Telco and their security
auditing ﬁrm.

ERIC WILLIAMS (CHIEF
SCIENTIST)
Eric heads data science and
token economics. He studied
particle physics at Berkeley and
received his PhD from
Columbia while Higgs hunting
at CERN. He completed a
postdoc in Medical Physics at
Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center and later was VP
of Data Science at Omada
Health ($600m co).

MICHAEL VINES
(HEAD OF ENGINEERING)
Michael spent 14 years at
Qualcomm, rapidly rising from
Engineer to Senior Director. He
was founder and VP of
Engineering of AI startup Silk
Labs (acquired by Apple). He
uses foot pedals when coding.
Michael holds 3 patents.
MIchael left an earn-out at
Apple to join Solana.

ROB WALKER
(FORMER PRINCIPAL
ENGINEER)
Rob has a storied career,
innovating in software from the
1990's at Netscape, through a
17 year career at Qualcomm
leading teams spanning BREW,
Component Services, DASH,
and Snapdragon. Rob was the
Senior Director from Qualcomm
who led BREW. Rob continues
to support as an advisor.

STEPHEN AKRIDGE
(PRINCIPAL ENGINEER)
Stephen spends all his time in
the codebase. He has 10 years
of critical GPU optimization
expertise at Qualcomm and
Intel. He led the GPU backend
that constantly beat Nvidia.
Stephen is often referred to as
“the world’s best GPU
choreographer”. Performance
runs in his blood.
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Our Approach to Adoption
Great tech, high throughput, and fast ﬁnality are not the only factors in building trust and adoption. Other factors play
in such as:
■
■
■
■

Code quality and documentation / tutorials
Experience and expertise of the team
Staying power of the business
Ability to provide hands-on support to early partners

Companies are already (often after extensive internal research) identifying Solana as the only solution for their needs based on all
of these metrics, and are approaching us directly. Our discussions with potential users and partners of Solana has led to certain
insights which inform our initial adoption strategy:
■ Performance and scalability is a burning priority for proven business models / products that have reached certain
adoption thresholds and need superior user experience to match centralized solutions
■ For later stage companies to migrate onto a new platform, security and stability of the code is just as important as the
additional beneﬁt from the new technology
■ Large (traditional) enterprises require a hands-on, enterprise sales-type “white glove” approach
■ For certain new products/launches, particularly in the DeFi space, being able to build on a protocol with extremely high TPS
from Day 1 (i.e. even before adoption) is a must-have feature
CONFIDENTIAL
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The Savviest Product Teams Scale with Solana (Before It’s a Huge Problem)

Performance Requirements

13 TPS

1,000 - 5,000 TPS

Early projects with hundreds of
users, still looking for a business
model and product market ﬁt

Projects with funding or looking
for funding. Gambling and gaming
apps with thousands of users.

Ethereum

Stellar / EOS

INNOVATIVE HOTBED
Hungry community inventing
the future, no adoption yet

WON’T SCALE OVER TIME
Temporary hotﬁxes to scaling
issues. Major trade-offs

50,000 TPS + scaling over time with hardware
■
■
■
■

Projects with millions of users, or on their way there
Seriously high-traction products already on ETH / Stellar
Bringing a large, existing, centralized user base on-chain
Won’t trust centralized or sharded chains

Solana
YES, THESE COMPANIES EXIST
Only a handful now, but they’re ﬁnding Solana on
their own, and nothing else will work for them.

Time

If you ﬁnd yourself here...

You’ll be here sooner than you think...
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Key Breakthroughs Enabling Layer 1 Scaling
■
■
■
■

No sharding and no theoretical research stage technology; these design patterns are time-tested since the 70’s
Near instant conﬁrmations with 400ms block times
At projected $10 per 1 million tx, we boast consistently low network fees
Over 50,000 tx/s concurrently - the only blockchain which supports multi-threaded computation

1

POH Reduces Consensus Overhead
PoH (Proof of History) is a subtle but
foundational component: separating time
from consensus, Solana signiﬁcantly improved
the TPS and consensus latency. Almost all
distributed systems optimizations require
strong assumptions about time across
network participants.

2

Parallel Processing
Solana supports parallel processing of
transactions (all other blockchains are
single-threaded). This dramatically
increases aggregate throughput, and
reduces tx costs.
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Combined with Improvements on Each Layer of the Chain

3

STORAGE

5

VIRTUAL MACHINE

Separating storage of Tx history: Solana distributes
the cost of managing the data availability problem
among thousands or even millions of Archivers
(storage miners) with economic incentives.

Pipeline is a custom VM that compiles code for GPUs
for massively parallel transaction execution. Maximum
processing power and adaptability for smart contracts

4

DATABASE

6

BANDWIDTH

Cloudbreak is Solana’s novel solution to horizontally
scale disk I/O.

A block propagation protocol that borrows heavily from
BitTorrent. Solana scales linearly with the bandwidth
of the fastest ⅔ of nodes.

These drive Solana’s exceptional performance and experience for developers
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The Solution to Developer Usability: Modular, Upgradable Virtual Machines

Our software is never stale. A unique feature of Solana is on-chain updatable virtual machines.
Move, EVM, Python, or any next generation smart contracts VM can be supported by Solana.

Feature Set

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

High performance VMs

Prototyping for Libra

Portability from Ethereum

Privacy Features

Solution

Details

LLVM-compatible

Any LLVM language (C, C++, Rust) is compatible with Solana
out-of-the-box and JIT compiled to run on the GPU!

Libra Move VM integration

Move VM was integrated in 2 weeks. Solana is the only network
you can make Libra apps run at 4x performance of Libra’s
proposed mainnet

EVM integration

The work to achieve an EVM port is very similar to the already
completed Move integration

Z-Cash VM integration

Privacy features can be ported from chains that have done the
computer-science work of solving the issue. Solana is so
performant, the added computational cost is negligible.
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Other Solutions Have Obvious (Critical) Trade-offs

Sharding
■
■
■
■
■
■

Cross-shard latency will become untenable(minutes)
Breaks synchronous composability and liquidity pools (all DeFi apps)
Increases fragility and attack surface of the system
Still a computer science problem that is entirely unproven today
Massive uncertainty for DX and UX across shards
Security is correlated with value of network. Shards reduce security by
1/(# of shards). Cascading effect possible if one shard is compromised
and market price of tokens takes a dive. Easier to compromise others

Network Centralization
■ Centralizing block production inherently leads to censorship, defeating
the purpose of blockchains
■ Creates systemic risk (e.g. trusted hardware) and fragility, both at the
node-count level, and trusted-hardware level
■ Trust issues with the blockchain community are not likely to be resolved
if centralization is the primary trade-off to aid with scale

Zero-Knowledge Proofs
■ Uncertainty of if/when/how ZKPs can be performant enough in practice
to scale a Coda-style chain.
■ Even if viable, likely not usable for applications that require sub-second
latency, and will likely require custom implementations and DSLs

Layer-2 Protocols
■ Barely usable today and will take many years for market to agree on a
standard
■ Not fully generalizable, and come with serious trade-offs
■ “Scaling with layer 2” is really a bet that a heterogenous set of scaling
techniques will cover all use cases, which even if possible will take a long
time
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Strong Momentum Going Into Our Q1 Mainnet Launch

Q3 2019

Q1 2020 (Projected)

Q2 2020 (Projected)

- Public DevNet launch
- Debugging / Code Audit
- 50k TPS on 200 nodes

-

Tour de SOL starts
Mainnet Simulation
Professional Security Audit
65k TPS using GPU’s
Archiver Client (Demo)

-

Mainnet Launch
Native Smart Contracts
EVM Support
Staking Rewards + Transfers
Key Management and Login
Interface
- Archiver Client (Functional)

- Fiat-Crypto Integration
- Universal Encrypted
Messaging
- Begin performance work to
accommodate 40GB
network speeds

- Round 3 (Validator) Token
Sale Completed
- > 8,500 Twitter Followers
- > 50,000 Email Subscribers

-

Strategic Round Starts
Accelerator Program Starts
Bounty Program Established
> 4,000 Podcast Listeners

-

- Community Growth Sprint
- Partnership
Announcements
- Open Beijing Office

TECH

BUSINESS

Q4 2019

Strategic Round Ends
CoinList Auction
Tier-1 Exchange Listing
Wallet Integrations
Archiver Client Promotions
Announce Community Fund

- Goal: 200 validators
- Goal: 10,000 archivers
- Goal: 2m MAU

- Goal: 10m MAU
- Goal: $100m AUM
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Other Layer 1’s Are Either Not Shipping, Sharding, or Not Decentralized

Blockchain

Mainnet

Speed (TPS)

Consensus

Composability

Decentralization

MAU’s

Ethereum

2015

15

PoW

Network Wide

Permissionless, Low-Barrier

~200k DAU

Stellar

2015

1,000

SCP

Network Wide

Permissionless, Low-Barrier

10k DAU

EOS

2018

4,000

DPoS

Network Wide

Permissioned Block Producers

60k DAU

Cosmos

2019

200

DPoS

Limited to Shards

Permissionless, Low-Barrier

Unknown

Algorand

2019

1,000

PoS

Limited to Shards

Permissionless, Low-Barrier

Unknown

Polkadot

2019

1,0001

PoS

Limited to Shards

Permissionless, Low-Barrier

Unknown

Solana

20201

50,0001

PoS

Network Wide

Permissionless, Low-Barrier

1.2 million2 MAU

Dﬁnity

20201

1,0001

PoS

Limited to Shards

Unknown

Unknown

Near

20201

?3

PoS

Limited to Shards

Permissionless, Low-Barrier

Unknown

Ethereum 2.0

20211

1,0001

PoS

Limited to Shards

Permissionless, High-Barrier

Unknown

1

Projected. Solana’s mainnet is projected for very early 2020.
2
Solana’s projected MAU’s of 1.2m based on social network protcol’s intention to launch on the network.
3
Near Protocol’s TPS depends on the number of nodes. They project 10 TPS per 100 nodes.
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Attractive, Well-Supported Fully-Diluted Valuation
Funding Rounds
Seed Round

$3.2m @ 4c

Unlocks at 9 months*

Whitepaper 0.1, team of 3

Founding Round

$12.6m @ 20c

Unlocks at 9 months*

Single Node, Private Testnet, Team of 6

Validator Round

$5.7m @ 22.5c

Unlocks at 9 months*

Public DevNet, Team of 25

Strategic Round

$2.5m @ 25c

Unlocks at 9 months*

Pre-Mainnet, Team of 25

CoinList Auction

TBD @ >4c

No lockup

Post Mainnet, Create liquidity

Priced for Success
■ CoinList Auction structured as Dutch Auction for 8m tokens with a price ceiling of $4 and price ﬂoor of 4c
■ Last priced round of 25c/token equates to a fully-diluted valuation of $125m
■ Tokens sold in CoinList Auction are only liquid tokens at mainnet launch
■ Valuation well-supported given signiﬁcant tech, product and adoption progress since 20c round in mid-2018
*Unlocks 9 months after mainnet launch
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Genesis Block Distributions

Entire Genesis Block Distribution (500m tokens)

Purchaser Distribution Breakdown
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Solana is Backed by Top Blockchain Funds
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Resources for Further Information on Solana

Learn More
■ Solana.com - General Portal
■ Discord - Active Developer Discussion and Q&A
■ Telegram - Basic Introductions for Retail Purchasers
■ Twitter - Institutional Purchaser and Validator Community
■ Forums - Validator Community / Tour De SOL
■ Medium - Technical Explainers and Company Updates
■ GitHub - Consistently Ranked “Top 10 Most Active in Blockchain”
■ Newsletter - Company Updates and Announcements
Resources
■ Solana Knowledge Base: Link from Developer Portal
■ Epicenter podcast: Reaching for the Limits of Blockchain Performance
■ Solana’s #NoSharding podcast: How Does Solana Work?
■ Multicoin Write-Up: Why Solana is the ‘World Computer’ Blockchain Developers Need
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Adoption Case Study: DDEX
DEX as Entry Point for DeFi Ecosystem

USE CASE:
Decentralized Exchange

Outscaling Ethereum,
Users Requesting Features,
Ready for Solana at Mainnet

■ DDEX is China’s ﬁrst DEX and were one of the largest relayers on 0x
■ After forking 0x, DDEX launched its own DEX protocol and built additional features like decentralized margin
trading
■ AS DDEX is expanding its product offering and creating new experiences for its users, technology is getting in
the way of innovation
■ DDEX is working with the Solana team to launch the world’s fastest decentralized derivatives trading platform

Key Takeaways
■ Extremely high TPS is a must-have feature for DDEX’s new decentralized derivatives exchange
■ To compete with centralized solutions, decentralized products need to create experiences as close to
centralized products as possible while keeping its permissionless promise. Solana provides the fastest,
cheapest and most secure platform
■ As more talent continues to come into the crypto / blockchain space, they are looking to build even better
products and are looking for new platforms to try. DDEX’s decision of betting their next important product
launch (their future) on Solana shows their belief in our technology and will serve as a great reference for other
entrepreneurs
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Strong Field of Validators Committed to Participate on Solana

Validators on Solana
450 signed up
150 participated in dry runs
80 expected to launch
Strong Asian contingency
Majority of last two rounds are
validators
“Needless to say that I'm in love with
your tech stack.”
- Wolfgang Albrecht, CEO, Staking Facilities

“We're big fans of their
ground-breaking innovations and
amazing team.”
- Chorus One (via Twitter)
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Full Validator Node Design Follows Moore’s Law, Very Easy to Build

■ Estimated ~2m high-end gaming PC’s
built in 2019 globally that would meet
these speciﬁcations
■ These are hardware requirements needed
to support an estimate of 250,000 TPS,
or the equivalent of NASDAQ and Visa
combined
■ Much lower hardware requirements are
expected for initial goal of 50,000 TPS
■ All off the shelf components, most of
which decrease in price 2x every 2
years
■ By 2025 we expect that the average
smartphone would suffice
■ Remember: archiving (storage mining) is
always available as a lower-cost
alternative for earning tokens

https://www.statista.com/statistics/662636/worldwide-gaming-pc-sales-by-segment/
https://www.walrax.com/articles/4/how-many-people-build-their-own-computer-each-year?
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Asia is A Key Market To Drive Further Adoption in 2020

China, Korea, Japan and several ASEAN markets account for a signiﬁcant portion of global blockchain developers, projects and
ecosystems, as well as many large, forward-thinking corporates who are exploring integrating blockchain into their businesses

NOW

2020 PROJECTED GOALS

Team

■ Core team is distributed but mostly in North America
■ Founding team averages two trips per year to Asia

■ Build out a second HQ in Asia, including tech, marketing
and BD
■ Founding team commits signiﬁcant time in Asia

Token
purchasers

■ Majority of purchasers are from North America

■ Strategic corporate purchasers from Telco, Consumer,
and Enterprise space
■ Strongly networked and value accretive institutional
purchasers

Adoption

■ Mainnet launch partner (DDEX)
■ Half of staking nodes are from Asia
■ Relocating Head of Strategy (Chinese speaking) to Asia
to drive BD

■ 100 validators directly from Asian community
■ 5 telco partnerships, 5 other enterprise partners
■ 5m MAU’s and $100m AUM from Asia region

Community

■ Built initial brand awareness in China, Korea and Russian
through content and events

■ Emulate our success in podcasts and written content
to Asia
■ Launch on Coinlist (executed contract) and Binance
(contract not signed yet)
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Easy and Meaningful Participation Designed for the Whole Ecosystem

ENTHUSIASTS

INCREASING COMPLEXITY

STORAGE
NODES

VALIDATORS

DEVELOPERS

APPS

AMBASSADOR PROGRAM

■
■
■
■
■

Where possible (starting with Beijing), local full-time employees (pending business license) will be a resource
Tier 1: Advocate Grow the Collective: referral bonuses delivered through archiver client
Tier 2: Organizer Solidify local community structure and expected outcomes
Tier 3: Ambassador Full execution of events and hackathons (opportunity for full-time)
Launch Date: January 2020 [Launched]

FOUNDING ARCHIVER
PROGRAM

■
■
■
■
■

Download the desktop archiver (compatible with client and provide (even small amounts!) of storage
Tier 1: Founding Archiver: Upfront bonuses (discussing promotions with Tier 1 Exchanges)
Tier 2: Ledger Guardian: Run archiver client x days of the year to reach new status (with bonuses)
Meaningful, low-barrier participation: storage of ledger and earning tokens this way is extremely unique
Estimated Launch Date: Q2 2020

TOUR DE SOL COMPETITION

■
■
■
■
■

Inspired by Cosmos’ Game of Stakes. We’ve already gotten most of Cosmos’ stakers to participate
Tier 1: Founding Validator: Participation in dry runs and staking on testnet
Tier 2: Community Leader: Offering mentorship and resources for the staking community
Tier 3: Staking Champion: Single winner based on a set of performance and uptime metrics
Estimated Launch Date: Ongoing, dry run phase; ~300 signups, 150 participants, 80 expected launch

BOUNTY HUNTER PROGRAM

■
■
■
■
■

Ongoing bounties for hunting bugs and vulnerabilities in the network
Tier 1: Bounty Hunter: 3 Bounties or successful commits to Solana codebase
Tier 2: Hunter Warrior: 10 Bounties or successful commits to Solana codebase
Tier 3: Master Hunter: Critical bugs and ﬁxes shipped (Opportunity for full-time)
Current status: Building the list of bounties, no formal announcement; multiple hires already

ACCELERATOR PROGRAM

■
■
■
■
■

Apply to be part of a highly curated cohort of startups getting hands-on support to build on Solana
Launch Partners: Highly curated group (including existing projects) to seed prestige of the program
Cohort Members: Ongoing programs every 3 months, culminating in a demo day for purchasers
Meaningful resourcing: purchaser preparation, business model design, and office space in San Francisco
Current status: Interviews are ongoing, ~150 applications already with no formal announcement
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